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e-learning
Online learning is the newest and most popular form of education of this
era/modern time.
Online learning is education that takes place over the Internet. It is often referred to
as “e-learning” among other terms. However, online learning is just one type of
“distance learning” - the umbrella term for any learning that takes place across
distance and not in a traditional classroom.
It is Internet-based course offered by Institute. In this course devices such as
cellular phones, laptops/desktops are used with Internet facility.
An online education is preferred by individuals who can not join classroom learning
programs (face to face learning programs) due to various reasons.
Online education has clearly become one of the most popular higher education
alternatives. The continually improving reputation of online learning helped fuel its
expansion, as initial skepticism faltered in the face of evidence showing that online
learning can be just as effective as face-to-face education. Benefits of this exciting
education to students are given below.

Benefits of Online Education:
Convenience and Flexibility: 24/7 access from any online computer; accommodates
busy schedules; no commuting, no searching for parking.
Students have the freedom to juggle their careers and school because they aren't
tied down to a fixed schedule. In a traditional classroom setting, class meeting
times are set, and the student has no power over this, forcing them to work their
schedules around these dates. Most people who choose online learning tend to
have other commitments, and prefer this mode of learning as it gives them power
over how they will delegate their time towards their different projects.
Reduced Costs: Online programs prove a more affordable option than traditional
programs. Online courses offer less expensive because associated expenses always
cost less.
It cost less due to a variety of reasons. For example, there is no cost for commuting.
Assorted costs that are related to transport, such as fuel, parking, car maintenance,
and public transportation costs don't affect the online student.
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Enhanced Learning: Research shows increased depth of understanding and
retention of course content; more meaningful discussions; emphasis on writing
skills, technology skills, and life skills like time management, independence, and
self-discipline.
Ability to Concentrate: Students can take more time to think and reflect before
communicating; shy students tend to thrive online; anonymity of the online
environment.
Some students even report better concentration in online classes due to the lack of
classroom activity.
More Interaction: Increased student-to-teacher and student-to-student interaction
and discussion; a more student-centered learning environment; less passive
listening and more active learning; a greater sense of connectedness, synergy.
While contradictory evidence about the rate of online student participation versus
participation in traditional courses exists, one thing remains certain: Online courses
offer shy or more reticent students the opportunity to participate in class
discussions more easily than face-to-face class sessions.
Innovative Teaching: Student-centered approaches; increased variety and creativity
of learning activities; address different learning styles; changes and improvements
can translate to on-ground courses as well
Continue in your profession: Students can take online courses while working, while
in-between jobs, or while taking time to raise a family.
Even if someone wants to join course, it may not mean they want to leave their
current job. For most students today, increasing college/institute costs mandate
that some students continue working while in school. The previously mentioned
flexibility of online programs enable students to keep working while also pursuing
academic credentials.
Avoid commuting: During snowstorms and thunderstorms colleges/institutes may
cancel classes to avoid putting commuting students at risk of dangerous driving
conditions and in case of any pandemic such as covid-19 government takes
decision to lockdown where no public gathering and classroom classes are allowed.
In these kind of situations rather than miss important class sessions, students in
online courses can always "attend" by participating in discussion boards or chat
sessions, turning in their work on time, and watching lectures or reading materials.
Many students also find substantial savings on fuel costs with no commute for
classes.
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Online/Live Classes
In this digitalized era of education everything comes under digitalization, either it’s
all about live video classes, smart notes, pdf, e-books.
Now distance cannot hamper the way of teaching and ability of candidate to get
learn things from their favorite coaching, institute, college, school or teacher.
This smart class resolves all scrum and made it better experience for students and
teachers also.
Live Classes is a unique smart classes concept of this era, this saves lots of time
efforts and money.
LEARN FROM HOME!

Package: (1). Live Classes with doubt clearance (2). Video Lectures
(3). Assignments (4). Supporting Study Material (5). Online Test
How to join?


To join classes call us at 9540432282 or 8010812320 or WhatsApp us at
9540432282



Live class app link & student class meeting id will be send to student.



Students can join Live classes on Mob or Laptop both as they wish to prefer.



No need to any additional device for students to join Live classes, only mob
or laptop is required with internet connection.

Note: Our Live class app is available for Android smartphone, Apple iphone and
windows for laptop or desktop.

How does it works?


There is two way communication, students can directly communicate with
teacher during class means during class students can clear their doubts.



To communicate with teacher by talk students need to on their mic.
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Students can also communicate with each other so this is similar to offline
classes as there students can talk to teacher & classmates.



There is also facility to ask question by chat.



Each Live class lecture is recorded and the link of each recorded lecture is
send to all students daily.



If any student could not attend the Live class due to any reason he/she can
watch the class video lecture by clicking on provided link, this is also useful
for students during revision of syllabus.



Thus as well as Live classes complete Video backup is also provided to all
students.



During whole session students can access all these Video lectures as their
need. There is no limit & condition to watch Video lectures, students can
watch any time, any day and also many times with unlimited duration means
no limit of time duration to watch lectures.

Unique Features!


Learn

from

your

Home!

Live

classes

will

be

available

at

your

smartphone(mobile)/Laptop/Desktop!


There is two way communication, students can clear their doubts/queries
during Live class!



Live class recorded Video lectures will be provided to all students. If student
could not attend the Live class due to any reason, he/she can watch the
recorded Live class Video lecture. This backup is also useful during revision.



Connect with us! Our Modern Education System connect each & every
student with Science Vision Institute across the country! Now distance
doesn’t matter so make your dreams come true!



Save Money & Time!

Note: If you want Demo class go at our Science Vision Institute You Tube
Channel (URL: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8hTjVSVQz_XZcmxiG2vBCg) or
also you can contact to Institute to ask to fix a time for Live Demo class.
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Courses & Fee
Offline Courses
NET/JRF (Physical Sciences)
Fee: 38,000/- (Regular Batch)
: 30,000/- (Weekend Batch)
IIT-JAM (Physics)
Fee: 30,000/- (Regular Batch)
: 25,000/- (Weekend Batch)

Online Courses
NET/JRF (Physical Sciences)
Fee: 25,000/IIT-JAM (Physics)
Fee: 20,000/-

For any query call us at 9540432282 or 8010812320 or WhatsApp us at 9540432282

Admission Process
To complete Admission Process, complete following steps-

Step1. Registration:


Go at our website: www.sciencevisioninstirtute.in



Click on Registration link, fill details & submit application form.

Step2. Online Fee Payment:


Go on Online Fee Payment link, Institute A/C details is given here, transfer
the Course Fee in Institute A/C by any mode of payment suitable for you (Net
Banking/Mob Banking, PhonePe, Google Pay or by cash deposit in Bank etc.)



Also you can pay directly in Institute A/C by PhonePe or Google Pay by using
our linked mob no. 9540432282 (without using A/C details)

Note: After fee transfer send screenshot of transaction slip by WhatsApp at
9540432282.
For any problem/query/doubt call us at 9540432282 or 8010812320 or
WhatsApp us at 9540432282.
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